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LABORATORY PLASMA PROBE STUDIES
q
AM-
Plasma laboratory experiments and data reduction continued during this
reporting period. This report summarizes some of the data obtained on electro-
static resonances observed in the plasma generated at The University of Texas
at Dallas.
Dr. Rainer Kist* and UTD personnel utilized a UTD developed digital Langmuir
probe plus RF probes to study resonances generated in a collisionless laboratory
CO2-plasma. Laboratory instrumentation, including the I.angm-jir probe output,
were connected to the PDP 11/45 digital computer which automatically recorded
and reduced probe data.
The main body of this report is presented in the following two papers written
by Dr. Kist.
Appendix A: Plasma Probe Measurements in a Collisionless Laboratory
CO2-plasma.
Appendix B; Operation of a Digital Langmuir Probe on Line with a
PDP 11/45 Digital Computer
*On leave at UTD, sponsored by the European Space Research Organization (ESRO),
now European Space Agency (ESA).
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Plasma :' , robe i.easurements in a
Collisionlass Laboratory CC2-`1'lasma
by Rainer Kist +
This merno describes diagnostic experiments performed in a
collisionless plasma using '00 2	e;as working; as. In particular
simultaneous measurements that have been performed by means
of Langmuir- and :i -probes are presentee. A resonance occuring
above the parallel resonance in the freq uency characteristic
of a two electrode system is ititerpretea as beinT due to the
resonant excitation of elec;,--oacoustic : .laves. T,-a- memo repre-
sents a part of the accomplishments achievea in the course of
a laboratory plasma investiTation at tiie University of Texas
at Dallas (UTD).
•.644
+ Uri leave at UTD, Sponsored by	 European Su •jc-. ae ,parch
Ort,,1ni ,-ation	 now ..uropa;in Space	 (i,^-JA).
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Introduction:
Studies with dia_nostic probes in laboratory plasm3 y i:ave
seversl imoortant advantages as cox^3red to s pace p lasma in-
vestigations:
1) Svstemat-ic variation of the parameters involved with
the possibility of measurin over lame time intervals
and of repeatir, the measurements	 i
2) -E xtenaive testing of the performance of space plasma
probes in a p lash, i enviro%men.t prior to a space Mission.
3) stematic invesLig-.tion of specific nlasri:a pheno:renaI
	 With the _^ir, of i,:.provin ::_r 2xistln? or ::evelo p in^-_ new
dia-rno5zic methods.
t) :};t^==^siva invez it;atlon o f ; ­ rious Ch eno:: c.^ a such as
..rave ;node cenerat ion. :i^.d propa .=ti or., instable
Dlasma states and nonlinear effects.
7) Relatively low cost and short time period needed for
realizin^ a ,plasma exaeriment.




vice data for checking on particular theories in plasma physics
or have imoact ucon the understandin- in fields like space
plasmas (planetary ionospneres, magnetosphere, solar wind etc.)
i	
or even (after scalin.7 up the results properly) fusion plasmas.
_
- or the spice plasma physicizt the laboratory plasma is and
i
	
	 will .'emain a very valuable tool even thca , a in the coming
sp,.ce1Jb ale the ionosph: - • ,a itsel c may be used for particular
invez—*Ai ations a:-, a lar-Se scale "laboratory" plasma of low
density ana to:::per.:tura.
in the piece of wort: presentea here the influence of the
electron temperature on the freauene;; c;.Uracteristic of the
plasma impedance of a two electrode system was investigated.
l:f particular interest was the resonant excitation of electro-
acoustic waves within taro IIR electrodes for diffsront geome-
tries and plasma cordi.ions.
Exoeriment l 3y7,te;-i
n stainless steel vacuum chamber, 71D cm long and 50 cm ire
diameter, has been ecuiuped wit:: a plasma source which uses
v02 as workin	 as. A turbomolec'alar punp to;7ether %,itC, a
cooper shroud which was cooled do vn to liquid nitroTen te:noe-
rature crovidea -a backzrourd vacuum of about 10-0 Torr. rig. 1
shows the source chamatic ally. T he general concept was to
`	 produce -a discharge plasma in  separate volume V i (bell jar)
and let it expand into the volume V 2 (chamber) tiiroug,h a dia-
vhragm. Durinr; oceration ty p ical ?:ressure values were 10-2
-lorr in volume V 1 and lG
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Lorr in volume V 2 . In order to con-
trol the pressure ?radient and the olasim.a source ,)ertormance
the diaphragm was an iris whicr. could be varied by mearis of
a f eedthrough .mechanism. it heater. ;;unJsten ca t= iiode provides
primary electrons for the discharge as wall as neutralizing
electrons for the ions moving fro;n the discharge region into
the tank. r paddle proved ver;; useful in baffling hi gh ener-
;etic electron3- corm; " ^_^^^:. t1a-- dischar,,?
A set of differart Ulasma probes were installed in the tank,
in particular
a) a conventional Lan^y.rr-air probe (LP)
b) a retardin-; note ntial anulyz?r (.i-P A) ;_Lnd
c) electrode s,y 3tams for .Z: i::.oejaace me',surer'c;nt:i.
l ^ /
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Fi . 2 shown scnematically the arr^irgem nit of the plas7;a
source and the probes in the vacuum system. '-'he probes were
mounted on movable high vacuu;-.l feedthroughs in order to
change their position and/or orientation within the tank.
The RF-measurements presented in this memo +-sere performad
with a e,li.ndrical and a spherical two-elaczrode system
(El , E2 ), as shown in Fig. 3. The principle of the RF-measure-
ment is also shown. A swept frequency RF generator provides
a signal of constant amplitude within the frequency interval.
of typically 1 to 25 Mz. The % -reference voltage U R at E1
as well as the test voltage U.^ at F'2 are measured and compared
as to their complex ratio
Zl	 -	 F
by means of a network analyzer hp o467.
The simnals provided by the netiwork analyzer are magnitude
•	 _ 1Z	
.....................
and phase	 = arctan (F/E) in de- yeas. Nagritude and phase
to=;?the= are a measure for the eomplax plaslaa impedance
`L =,X + JY between E 1 and ^2 . In case of the spherical system
• half spheres were used as El }nd :^2 . ::ddi tion_il half spheres
were oiler: tad as -u i-,d	 Io raduca ,f13
influence of the tank walls.
In Fi . 4 are cho ,.^n current -volt_..-e characteri:.tics of a




The parameter of this set of curves is thr, bias vol -are U1
of the plasma source hosting circuit. It can be seen that
the velocity distribution and tAmprra;,ure T  of the electrons
is markedly influenced by U l . In the present care the distri-
bution function is maxwellian in good approximation fur U 1 -
values of - 2 V, - 3 V and - 4 V. The corresponding Te-valuer.
are 0.55, 0.53 and 0.52 0, respectively. For each of these
Langinuir curves the magnitude a[ measured as function of
freq uency was plotted on a X-Y-recorder. Fig. 5 shows the




a) above the parallel resonance f I„ which is in our case
(no ma?netic field) e q ual to the plasma frequency flj,
occurs an additional resonance f G , and
b) f7, is pronounced most clearl;, nor the case of maxwellian
distribution of the electrons with low electron tempera-
Lure T  ( U1 = - 2 V, - 3 V, - 4 V).
This resonance f L can be understood in terms of electroacoustic
waves (also called electron pressure or Landau waves) which
are launched by an R.F - source aoove the p lasma fre quency. Exci-
tation of this electrostatic type of plasma wave, which is
dam;.ed with increasing frequenci by collisionless or Landau
damping, is predominantly responsible for	 real part of the
impedance of an electrode system	 into a plasr..a. For
a sin i s electrode tri g real part aou"ie dacre-s- mon otonic all;;
with inzreasinc- freaue:^c-^ . For a two electrode system (E l , '2)
as used in our excerim2nt;, howevor, a characteristic electrode
uista nco d can ba defined ;;.ist::nce betwe-?n inner and outer
c,;linder or between two spheres). In this case the electro-
acou:;;;ic wave can produce a standing wave pattern between F'1
and i2 . This is expectas to occur essentially at ei. ,ren fre-
qur:nciee of the system ^^lectrodos-plasma} for wtlich the wave-•




To check this interpretation we start with the Bohm/Gross
(1959) a ispersion relation for these plasma waves
Je 	 I c,	 "f2 (1)
2	 2
Here lJ is the angular HF-frequency, 40, ,  the angular plasma
fre q uency, K is Boltzmann's constant, m e the electron ;Hass
and k = 2 7/M
a 
the electroacoustic wave number. Equation (1)
.	 gives the wavelength /? ea a' the resonance frequency f L
 
=10-.12V
K —le  e V




ript)lied to the measures =nts of r, i.-,. 5 we get the follo%, ing
table 1:
Table 'I
U 1 /V Te/eV fL/f Id ,^ ea /,-
- 1 .61 1.40 56
- 2 .55 1.34 54
- 3 .53 1.31 5 6
- 4 .52 1 52
- 5 .65 1.32 54
_ ;
.85 1.38 ;4
The distance of the c;ilindric:il electrodes is d 	 mm. Due
to tac c,-; l:ni_ ic^l ;co^^try c	 Trion (1) is str ictl- v41id
for i.lane 4: 3`i 23), to th e :o:1 , n .1 itn, and uos i')1° inho':,o.'tI".ec)us




an a:;solut:., aerec,ment between /j aa and d. But we have as an
essential result;, that the ratio ;/^ aa/d is constant within
few jarcer.t for all combinations (f., f Z , T e ) that occur in
the sat of curves of Fit,. 5.
Theoretical work done by ':ihale (1953), Bahnain (1955) and
Lin :.ei (1 3,70) shows that excitation of electroacoustic waves
is reduced by the presence of an ion sheath. On the other hand
colla psing the ion sheath by changing the electrode bias poten-
tial to the plasma potential leads to electron absorption so
th?t damping of the electroacoustic wave is to be expected /cc,
Thus varying; the electrode DC-potential UDv from negative (ion
sheath ex t ended.) to positive (ion sheath "collapsed"), a value
for UDC should occur for which the resonance at f^ is best
pronounced.
The curves of : i y,. 5, where the potential UDC of the. test
electroda E2 was varied, exhibit exactly this behaviour and
thus seem. to confirm. the irterpretat i on fo r
 the f' Z -re: onance
su-[ ested a^ove.
keasuraments with the s-phorical electrode system, also show the
resonance fG = fZl us can be sewn fro g: ri,-. '7. In this case
3 distance d of the two snheres was varieu. In case of t--he
:lama distance d = 92.8 mm a .second resonance f 12 above fZl
occurs. These measure„enta were analyzed on ;rounds of a theory
by C`i •_isseriaux et al. ( 1 072), i n which the potential of an
oscillating point charge in a warm isetz ,00ic plasma is calcu-
lata:. usin . tcinetic ala:,rna theor:; . The results predict reso-
nances of the potential and hence of the plasma impedance of
a sti:neri 1 s}ste p: e_ zentiail;: -. t"o,e frenuancies, at which
the wavelen th Sea (or inte-er multiplea) equals the distance
d bet^•reen the spheres. As to our experiment we thus have to
cli g cf:, if the measured values for d, f- (and f Z2 ) and f ly load
to t n3 same electron temner7itur^). The :"e x ult of this analfsis





d/ mm f Z1 /f N Te/e J
'	 92.8 1.11 .44
83.8 1.11 .43
"•	 74.8 1.14 .45
65.8 1.20 .53
Again the essential result is that all cases lead in fact
witnin a few percent to the same mean temperature ;fie	 46 eV.
In case of d = 65.8 mm tie error in T  is relatively large duo
to the larger error in reading; the resonance fre q uency f Z . The
mean value for `l e is indicated b^ • the straight line drawn into
the corresponding Zangmuir characteristic of _' ifz• . 8. The adai-
•	 tiona" resonance at f`2 leads, a:.• olying the tneor:; of'_I'_:asse-
•	 riaux at '31.,
 to the %,slue f = . ^1 eV. This value still seemse
to ce reuso riable in view of Several error sources like reading
error for fL2 , deviation of the velocity distribution of the
electrons from maxwellian, presence of an ion sheath around
the electrodes etc.
The experiments presentee here show that a system of two RF-
electrodes lead to additional resonances of the impedance
characteristic above the plasma fre q uency which can be under-
stood in terms of resonant excitation of electroacoustic waves.
Systematic ana more detailed investigations of the plasma
impedance of two electrode systerns will be performed in the
bzo- p lassma clamber at I ',14^."'r^l^t	 The	 of the
additional resonance f Z relies o:: two aspects:
1) knowing the distance d -1nd t%:a plasma frecuencyy fib,
f allows in principle to n•s uce the electron temperature Te.
+ IP'./	 Institut fur Physixali:^c	 Jeltra:.im_,'orsc:iun;,
-5-
2) This mat7od would allow to determine T Q with high temporal
resolution (1C -1
 to about 10-d sac) -a*..ich would be of
particular value for diagnostic neasurcments in space
plasmas as well as non stationary laboratory plasmas.
Acknowleds-em-ant :
The author wishes to thank Prof. W. Hei:ckila and Dr. D.
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OPERATION OF A DIGITAL. LANGMUIR PROBE
ON LINE WITH A PDP 11/45 DIGITAL COMPUTER
by
RAINER KIST*
This memo deberibes the concept and the performance of the
Digital Langmuir Probe (DLP) experiment, the necessary interface electronics
to the computer and the associated software. The system was set up to
provide a flexible diagnostic tool for the laboratory plasma facility
at the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD). The memo summarises a
part of the accomplishments achieved in the course of a project which
deals with production and diagnostics of collisionless laboratory plasma;
at UTD.
U71), September 1974
*On leave at UTD, sponsored by the F.uropea-1 Space Research Organization
(ESRO), now European Space Agency (ESA).
i.	 INTRODUCTION
Several diagnostic probes such as RF-probe, Retarding Potential
Analyzer (kPA) and Langmuir Probes (LE') have been installed in the
Laboratory plasma chamber at UTD. Langmuir Probes of different materials
(Stainless Steel, Polymorphic carbon) and geometry (spherical, cylindrical)
have been used. Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the probes within the
chamber. The detailed description and performance of the plasma source
and the probes are the object of a separate memo.
A conventional Langmuir probe electronics makes use of an electrometer
amplifier with either a nonlinear (diode) feedback resistor o: a linear
feedback resistor plus subsequent logarithmic amplifier. This allows
to display the logarithm of the probe current over 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude (currant-voltage characterlstic). This compressed form of
current display, however, does not allow for a sufficient resolution of
small current changes as they occur in time and/or apace due to density
fluctuations associated with electrostatic waves on instabilities present
in a plasma.
In order to measure small electron density fluctuations in the
F-region of the Equatorial Ionosphere a digital Langmuir Probe (DIY) was
developed at UTD by D. Winningham and J. B. Smith for use in the EQUION
rocket project. The unique feature of this experiment is to provide an
absolute current resolution of 'L 10-9 Amps and a maximum relative
resolution of '^, 10- 4.
Since the investigation of electrostatic wave modes and instabilities
Is of special iutere:.: for laboratory plasma physics, this DLP was
installed fur use in the plasma chamber at UTD. In particular the
diGi tal output of the instrumt•nt allowed for a straight forward connection
-3-
to the computer (l'DP 11/45). Therefore an interface electronics andand a Set
of computer programs were set up to transfer the data to the computer and
from there on to magnetic tape and process them for display on a Calcump
plotter.
A Reneral diagram of the system DLP-Computer is shown in Fig. 2.
The mean parts of the system are described below in more detail.
11. PrcDertiess of the DLl' - Electronics*
A triangular bias; waveform is applied at C (see Fig. 3) through the
electrometer amplifier (1) to the Probe P. The laboratory version of
the DLP allows for us.ng the waveform of either the internal or an external
bias generator. The range for the bias; voltage is from -1 to +3 volts.
The period T of the internal bias generator is controlled by the bit
rate fed into the experiment and can be varied between .S S < T < 200 S.
The relationship between T and the bit rate f b is
T/S - 23040
fb/Hz
The electrometer amplifier is a 3420L BURR-BROWN with bias; current
of about 1 pA and frequency response better than 2 kHz.
The bias waveform at G also appears at A, B. and C. Therefore the
bias is also introduced at J so that Amplifier 2 can see the bias as a
common mode signal, end can reject it, making D independent of the bias
and responsive only to the signal produced by the input current PL A.
One of the important system tests consists of holding the input current
*This chapter is essentially the DLP electronics description that already
had been prespared by D. Winningham and .1. B. Smith for the EQUION-Project.
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constant and letting the bias voltage cycle while observing t
	
output
code. If the system is properly adjusteU, the output code will t:Jt change
by more than 1 or 2 LSB'n.
The principle of operation is obvious; only a few system constants
will be specified here. The A/D converter is a 0 to -10 v full scale,
8 bit unit. Of the total range of 256 increments (called minor increments)
only 20U are used, leaving an unused portion at the lower and upper edges
of the 10 volt range. The limits of the 200 increment range are determined
by voltage comparators. Actually the comparators defined a range of
200 increments plus a hysteresis band of a few increments in order to
avuid an oscillatory condition when sitting at band edge. This means that
certain values of current can be represented by two different code group
differing; by 200 minor increments and by 1 major increment. However, when
the two code groups are decoded according to a fixed algorithm, exactly
the same current results.
When a voltage comparator s% , itches it changes the D/A converter
code by one increment (called a major increment). The resulting output
analog increment is fed into the system at J which resets the output D
by 20U minor voltage increments.
The D/A is an 8 bit unit in which the 256 increments correspond to
an zutput voltage fr •)m -10v to +10v. This; range establishes the maximum
measuring; limits of the system, and R l is chosen so that the desired
maximum current will cause a i- 10v change at B. However the bias voltage
must be added to this which results in a range of -11 v to +13 v at B.
With a + 15 volt supply, the +13 v limit exceeds the linear range of




which results in a maximum voltage at B of 7.86 v + 3V - 10.86 v for an
input current (electrons) of 10ua. This means that the positive range
of the D/A will not all be used. In the negative direction (pog it!ve ion
current) the maximum current will be even smaller, and is not expected
to exceed 15% of the negative rai.ge
 capability.
The sense of the output code is arranged as follows: At the negative
limit (-10v of positive ion current at B, all code bits are zero. As the
current changei. so as to move B in a positive direction, the code increases
and at +10V all bits are 1.









G 1 1 1
	
1 1 1 0
	
1 1 0 0
	
1 0 0 0
Here the ADC code is 200. It cannot be 0 for zero current tecause the
upper level comparator excludes this point from the operating region.
Therefore a major increment is "subtracted" (the DAC LSB - 0) and the
ADC increased from 0 to 200.
":,e code/current algorithm is:
i = [(DAC - 127) 200 + ADC] (5 x 
10-10) 
where
DAC - the decimal value of the D/a code
ADC = the decimal value of the A/d code
i = amperes (positive 1 means electrons flowing to the




= the resolution or amps/minor Increment
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When applied to the above code the result is:
i - ((126 - 127) 200 + 200) (5 x 10-10) - 0
If the current increases by a few minor increments, say 15, the
lower level comparator will trip and the resulting code will be:
0 1 1 1	 1 1 i 1	 0 0 0 0	 1 1 1 1
Applying the algorithm
1 - 15 (5 x 10-10) - 75 x 10-10 a.
The algorithm applies to all values of current.
In reading the value of the analog channel only 1 fact is necessary:
The gain of Amplifier 3 is exactly -0.5. If U is - 6 v, F is +3v, etc.
If the AUG code is known the voltage at D and F can be computed. The
ADC increment is lOv/256 - 39.0625 m.v. (40 my is close enough). Therefore
VU
 - - (ADC) .04 volts
VF 	(ADC) .02 volts
or AUG = 50 VF
from which the algorithm can be applied,
I	 =	 ((UAC - 127)	 200 + 50 F] (5 x	 10-10 )	 amp!;
III. The Interface Electronics
The Interface Electronics ( LE) provides matching of the experiment
output signal to the driver assembly and allows for operation of the
DLP in different modes. 	 In more detail the following functions are
realized; we partly follow the schematic diagram. Fig. 4 and the timing
chart Fig. 5.
1) The bit rate is to be provided by an external pulse generator.
Thu Word .nil frame latt l !: nt'r deduced from the bil rote.
2) Thu sL-Ial o'lLput st^.Itul UAC-ADC of the ULP is stored in a
16 bit storage register from where it will later he transferred
0
J
....mow.	 ,...._.._	 ^	 1
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in parallel to the computer via 4 each quadruple 2-line to
1-line multiplexers.
3) The voltage of the internal or external bias generator is offset
by +1.33V and then fed to an A/D-Converter. The A/D-Conversion
is ordered by a strobe pulse generated in the programmer.
4) The converter is also used for A/D-Conversion of the probe
position monitoring voltage (position sweep). This applies for
the operation mode of tilt• experiment, in which the probe is kept
at constant bias voltage and moved within the plasma.
S) A set of eight toggle switches allows for monitoring the
experiment number (MINO) or a coded STATUS in order to identify
a particular data run (measurement).
6) Upon a select signal from the programmer the UAC/ADC data or the
BIAS (or position)/EXPNO (or STATUS) data is alternately switched
by the multiplexers to the driver assembly and then via optical
couplers to the receiver section of the computer. Sixteen
bits are transferr , d in parallel to the computer receiver but
are not actually read into the computer until a cycle request
pulse is generated by the programmer. 'rite rate at which the
data points are sampled is 366 per scan. It is independent from
the scantime, since both, scantime and sampling period are fixed
multiples of the bit period
7` The programmer generated cycle request pulse commands the
computer to read the data at its receiver inputs and to then




IV. The Computer Software
At present ti.e software for the I-P-Computer system connists of three
rrograms
1) Storage and Tape Transfer Program (PROBE) , ASSEMBUR
2) 'rape dumping Progri,m (DLP) , FORTRA- IV
3) Data Analysis Program (DIGITAL LANGMUIR PROBE), FORTRAN IV
PROBE: Handles the data flux that is coming from the DIP-experiment
through the interface electrunics IE to the receiver input of the computer.
16 bit data words are stored in the upper core memory and arranged in
blocks of 8Y, Byt, s. The part of mumory used allows for storage of 22
blocks whi.:H form one file. One data block covers the data of 5.5 Scans
of :He Digital Langmuir Probe. As already mentioned the number of data
samples taken per scan is 366 independently of the scantime. Thus with
each run (measuroinent:) practically 5 Langmuir Characteristics (each
consi.stic,g of a full sweep upwards and a full sweep downwards) can be
recorded. Prier to each weasuremeut a computer attention button on the
IE has to lie pushed. This starts the co-.,puter to read 8 K bytes of data
into the tnewory. A swlL,:li installed at the IE allows to interrupt the
data flux.
Once ul, to 22 data blocks are stored they are transferred on to
tape by exec,.iting PFOBY wtth one label card for each block. The label
card contains additional information (80 bytes) about the particular
measUl-L-went such as file Number,block number, date and experimental
conditions (pressure, probe used, etc). The data sequence on tape is thus:
label card information - data bluck label card information - data block-
A..;.0.	 After e:ielt 22nd block Fin End of l-ile (L'OF) mark Is written on the
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tape. When executing PROBE for data transfer on to g ape a 00 card
inserted right after the label cards takes care of reinitializing the
memory so that a new set of 22 measurements can be stored upon pushing
the computer intention button.
For short compilation of the procedure in h andling the program PROBE
see the copy of the printer record in Appendix A.
The Program DLP reads the tape for a selected set of files and
blocks and prints the data in 32 columns of octal numbers. The sequence
of the data display is
EXPNO - ADC - DAC - BIAS
The selection of file Number (NF) and block (or record) number (NR) is
made via a data card which contains the number of records to be read
(MAXREX) in colunui 5, the number of records to be skipped (NRS) in colutmi
10 and the number of files to be skipped (NFS) in column 15.
Fig. 6 shows the flow diagram for this program; a copy of the
printer record of DLP is included in appendix B.
The program DIGITAL LANGMUIR PROISE in its present version meets
the following objectives:
1) Skip a specified number of files and records and print label
(or header) card.
2) Identify bias and find first bias peak. 	 rile bias identification
relies on the fixed sequence of DAC/ADC/ BIAS/ EXPNO and the fact that
the experiment number (toggle switch setting at the IE) is constant
throughout one run.
3) Calculate current i out of DAC/ADC according to the algorithm
given in Chapter II.
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4) Calculate the derivative TG
 = 11606.9
	 log i
5) Print EXPNO, Bias, log i and TG
6) Plot data for one cycle (scan) on CALCOMP - Plotter
A simplified flow chart of this program is shown as Fig. 1, a copy
of the program is included as appendix C.
Figs. 8 and 9 slow two examples of Langmuir characteristics as
semilogarithmic plots produced by the system. The current for increasing
bias voltage is marked by x-es, for decreasing bias by squares. The
ion current is plotted as log of its absolute value. The probe used in
the plasma was a stainless steel sphere of 5 mm diameter. The surface
was discharge cleaned for 10 minutes in nitrogen at about 10P pressure.
The Langmuir curves show almost no hysteresis. In Fig. 8 the floating
potential is at +100 mV. In this experiment the plasma was clearly non-
Maxwellinn since the differential or "generalized temperature" T`
shows a monotonous; increase. Here crosses are for the upward going and
triangles for the downward going part of the curve. Fig. 9 shows a
case where the distribution function of the electrons is close to
Maxwellian. This shows up in the shoulder shaped part of the T G -
curve, occuring between 1 and 1.4 Volts and corresponding to an electron
temperature T  of about 5000 K. For an ideally Maxwellian distribution
the shoulder would Dave a horizontal plateau. A high value of T
e 
corresponds
to a large, a low T e-value to a small horizontal extension of the plateau.
The low TG-values on the left side reflect the drop of the measured
total current due to the ion current which become. -;ignificant with
decreasing bias voltage. The high 1'G-values on the right side are due




characteristi'. ThiN knee is influenced by the inhomogeneity of the work
function over the probe surface. A perfectly homogeneous work function
would produce a sharper knee of the electron current curve and a
correspondingly straightened shape of the TC-plateau.
Above 2.5 V bias the data are meaningless since In this case the
current exceeded the upper cut runt limit (10-5 amperes) to which the
electronics of the Digttal Lnngmuir Probe was set.
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